ENTREPRENEUR

Structures for a Free-Market
Third-Party Independent Practice

APRIL
29
7 pm - 10 pm
Hyatt Regency
Long Island NY

WITH BESTSELLING AUTHOR
STEVEN MASLEY, MD
Leaders in the free-market medicine movement will discuss structures for a
seven-figure, third-party independent practice, specializing in cause-focused
healing and the science of human optimization.
At this event, we’ll introduce you to bestselling author Steven Masley, MD who will
share his road to a successful practice, international name and a powerful presence.
Dr. Charles Webb, founder of Freedom Practice Coaching, and one of the foremost trainers in the nation, will explain how he has
helped hundreds of physicians implement
a proven business plan and build a thriving,
free-market practice.
Douglas Wyatt, founder of Sovereign Laboratories, manufacturers of colostrum, will
share how his company created a program
that promotes the availability of his reusable
supplement at the offices of his doctor clients, as he drives interest, and new patients
to their office. In addition, some of the physicians are creating a multi six-figure recurring
cash-flow with his system and product.
Sylvie Beljanski, founder of Natural Source
International and author of soon to be Bestselling book Winning The War on Cancer,
will share her strategy in building one of the
world’s most successful brands in the natural product industry and what that means for
the physician entrepreneurs who carry the
exclusive line of professional products.

Hear the perspective of brand new healerentrepreneur Alexandra Shustina, DO an integrative gastroenterologist who is passionate about practicing the healing arts on her
own terms.
Paul Barattiero, founder of Synergy Science
will discuss how he built multiple seven-figure companies, as well as the science and
opportunity behind his proprietary technology that infuses hydrogen into drinking water
effecting over 150 human health conditions.
Alex Lubarsky, founder of Health Media
Group and author of The Art of Selling The
Art of Healing will discuss how human optimization in a membership-based model can
create better health outcomes for the patient and a thriving practice for the physician.
As well as new federal programs that incentevise the business community to provide
more proactive care to the employees.

We invite you to begin a conversation on how
to recreate your approach to care, and design
a center that provides you with the time, cash
flow, and fulfilment that you deserve.

TO ATTEND THE DINNER IS $75.00

516.596.8974 or maryann@healthmedia.us

